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Comments in this presentation are based upon laws of
the state of Arizona and Uniform Trust Code (UTC)
◦ UTC adopted in 35 states



Each practitioner should review laws of your state
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By its name alone, one would presume that an
irrevocable trust cannot be modified. While this
statement would have been true many years ago,
recent changes in state law, primarily via the UTC,
and sometimes through court decisions, have changed
the playing field.



There are now several mechanisms available to
modify irrevocable trusts.
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The irrevocable trust offers benefits of potentially
reducing estate taxes while currently transferring
wealth.
The grantor relinquishes the ability to amend and
revoke the trust.
• Even though called ‘irrevocable”, may be modified
to adapt to changes in circumstances.
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By way of introduction, the most likely approaches to
modifying an irrevocable trust are:
◦ Modification by Trust Protector
◦ Judicial Modification
◦ Decanting
◦ Non-judicial agreement among all interested
parties.
◦ Judicially approved settlement agreement
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Correct mistakes, address ambiguities,
Correct a scrivener’s error
Modernize trust provisions
Change trust situs and/or governing law
Change administrative terms
Divide or merge trusts
Reduce administrative costs
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 Replace a trustee
 Amend the trust in light of important tax law
changes
 Appoint a trust protector
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Non-judicial: UTC 111, 411(A)
◦ Agreement between interested persons to modify or
terminate a trust allowed—judicial approval
unnecessary
◦ Judicial: UTC 410-416
◦ Interested Party may bring a proceeding to approve
a settlement agreement
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◦ The UTC defines "interested persons”: UTC §111(a):
“For purposes of this section, “interested persons”
means persons whose consent would be required in
order to achieve a binding settlement were the
settlement to be approved by the court.”
◦ Comment to Section 111: “Because of the great variety
of matters to which a nonjudicial settlement may be
applied, this section does not attempt to precisely define
the “interested persons” whose consent is required to
obtain a binding settlement as provided in subsection
(a)
14

Per A.R.S. § 14-1201
◦ "Interested person" includes any heir, devisee, child,
spouse, creditor, beneficiary and other person who has a
property right in or claim against a trust estate or the
estate of a decedent, ward or protected person.
Interested person also includes a person who has
priority for appointment as personal representative and
other fiduciaries representing interested persons.
Interested person, as the term relates to particular
persons, may vary from time to time and must be
determined according to the particular purposes of, and
matter involved in, any proceeding.
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In jurisdictions where “interested parties” is not
defined, look to other provisions of the jurisdiction’s
trust code or case law to determine which parties may
be deemed to be interested in the matter:
– Example: UTC §411(b) permits the modification of
a noncharitable irrevocable trust upon consent of all
beneficiaries. Presume that all beneficiaries are
interested persons.
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(a) For purposes of this section, “interested persons”
means persons whose consent would be required in
order to achieve a binding settlement were the
settlement to be approved by the court.
(b) Except as otherwise provided in subsection (c),
interested persons may enter into a binding
nonjudicial settlement agreement with respect to any
matter involving a trust.
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(c) A nonjudicial settlement agreement is valid only
to the extent it does not violate a material purpose of
the trust and includes terms and conditions that could
be properly approved by the court under this [Code]
or other applicable law.
(d) Matters that may be resolved by a nonjudicial
settlement agreement include:
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(1) the interpretation or construction of the terms of
the trust;
(2) the approval of a trustee’s report or accounting;
(3) direction to a trustee to refrain from performing a
particular act or the grant to a trustee of any
necessary or desirable power;
(4) the resignation or appointment of a trustee and the
determination of a trustee’s compensation;
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(5) transfer of a trust’s principal place of
administration; and
(6) liability of a trustee for an action relating to the
trust.
(e) Any interested person may request the court to
approve a nonjudicial settlement agreement, to
determine whether the representation as provided in
[Article] 3 was adequate, and to determine whether
the agreement contains terms and conditions the court
could have properly approved.
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• Typically used in situations where settlor passed
away, and trustee and beneficiaries agree
• Does not require a court proceeding to approve the
settlement agreement
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• UTC §111(c): A nonjudicial settlement agreement is
valid only to the extent it does not violate a material
purpose of the trust and includes terms and conditions
that could be properly approved by the court under this
[Code] or other applicable law.
• “Material purpose” is not defined by the UTC, nor
addressed in the UTC’s commentary.
• The UTC allows any interested person to seek judicial
determination on the validity of a NJSA. Therefore, an
interested person may attack a NJSA by claiming the
agreement violated a material purpose.
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A court determines “the settlor's intent from the plain
and ordinary meaning of the terms set forth in the
Trust instrument.” Nelson v. Nelson, 206 So.3d 818,
819 (Fla. 2d DCA 2016).
Horgan v. Cosden, 2018 WL 2374443 (Fla. 2nd
DCA 2018): a trust could not be terminated because
doing so would go against the settlor’s intent. This
case is a reminder that just because all beneficiaries
agree a trust should be terminated, a court will not
always automatically grant such termination.
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Horgan: a revocable trust became irrevocable at the
settlor’s death.
The trust provided for the income generated by the
trust to be distributed to the settlor’s son at least
quarterly, for his lifetime, with the remainder to pass
to three educational institutions at her son’s death.
The beneficiaries entered into an agreement to
terminate the trust and divide the assets between them
based upon their interests
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Beneficiaries argued doing so would be in the best
interests of the beneficiaries and would eliminate
unnecessary expenses and trustee’s fees. The cotrustee of the trust did not sign the agreement and
argued trust termination was not in accordance with
the settlor’s intent.
Court denied the termination because settlor wanted
to provide for her son financially through incremental
distributions of income during his lifetime and then
give the entire remaining principal to the educational
institutions named in the trust.
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UTC § 411(c), states “a spendthrift provision in the
terms of the trust is not presumed to constitute a
material purpose of the trust.”
Saunders v. AMG Nat'l Trust Bank (In re Vandeventer
Trust), 88 Va. Cir. 389 (2014): court allowed
termination of trust providing income to
beneficiary—stating income could be paid without
the need of a spendthrift trust
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New Hampshire denied a trustee’s attempt to decant
trust assets because the trustee had ‘failed to consider
the purposes of the trust.’ Hodges v. Johnson, 177
A.3d 86, 97 (N.H. 2017): The decantings at issue
eliminated the future beneficial interests of plaintiffs.
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(a) A noncharitable irrevocable trust may be modified or
terminated upon consent of the settlor and all beneficiaries,
even if the modification or termination is inconsistent with
a material purpose of the trust. A settlor’s power to consent
to a trust’s termination may be exercised by an agent under a
power of attorney only to the extent expressly authorized by
the power of attorney or the terms of the trust; by the settlor’s
[conservator] with the approval of the court supervising the
[conservatorship] if an agent is not so authorized; or by the
settlor’s [guardian] with the approval of the court supervising
the [guardianship] if an agent is not so authorized and a
conservator has not been appointed.
.
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(b) A noncharitable irrevocable trust may be terminated
upon consent of all of the beneficiaries if the court
concludes that continuance of the trust is not necessary to
achieve any material purpose of the trust. A noncharitable
irrevocable trust may be modified upon consent of all of
the beneficiaries if the court concludes that modification
is not inconsistent with a material purpose of the trust.



(c) A spendthrift provision in the terms of the trust is not
presumed to constitute a material purpose of the trust.
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(d) Upon termination of a trust under subsection (a) or
(b), the trustee shall distribute the trust property as agreed
by the beneficiaries.



(e) If not all of the beneficiaries consent to a proposed
modification or termination of the trust under subsection
(a) or (b), the modification or termination may be
approved by the court if the court is satisfied that:
(1) if all of the beneficiaries had consented, the trust
could have been modified or terminated under this
section; and (2) the interests of a beneficiary who does
not consent will be adequately protected.
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Variances From UTC Model:
Situs and Governing Law Considerations

Non-UTC Mechanisms for
Modifying Irrevocable Trusts

Miguel D. Pena, Esq.
Law Office of Miguel D. Pena, Esq., LLC
1313 N. Market Street, Suite 5400
Wilmington, DE 19801
Tel. (302) 468-4596
mpena@mdplawllc.com
September 24, 2020

Situs and Governing Law Considerations
• What is the situs of the trust?

•

-

Specified in Trust Instrument

-

Place of Administration

What law governs administration?
-

Specified in Trust Instrument

- General principles of state law (See, e.g., 12 Del. C. § 3332(b): “the laws of
[the State of Delaware] shall govern the administration of the trust while the trust
is administered in this State unless the governing instrument expressly provides
[otherwise]….”)
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Situs and Governing Law Considerations

• Migration of trust situs, change/designation of law governing administration.
- Look to language of governing instrument:
- Ability to modify situs/law governing administration (ex. Trustee or
trust protector may designate situs/law governing administration).
- Remove/replace trustees to add trustee located in favorable jurisdiction
- “Pitch and Catch” concerns: Does current jurisdiction require action to
relinquish jurisdiction/change situs?
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Modification Techniques
• Generally five options (depending on jurisdiction)
- Decanting
- Merger
- Modification by Consent
- Non-Judicial Settlement Agreement (“NJSA”)
- Judicial Settlement Agreement (a/k/a “Consent Petition”)
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Decanting
• Decanting is the exercise of discretion by a trustee to distribute (“decant”) the principal or income
of a trust to the trustee of another trust with the same dispositive provisions as the first trust. See,
e.g., 12 Del. C. § 3528.
• Requirements - varies by state – but generally:

-

Trustee must have power to distribute principal.

-

•

Beneficiaries of the second trust must also be beneficiaries of the first trust.
Second trust must comply with any standards of distributions under the first trust.
Written “decanting instrument” must be signed and acknowledged by the trustee and filed
with the records of the trust.
Note: Decanting is an exercise of trustee discretion – no consent of the beneficiaries may be
required - but may be advisable. Consider implications of “trustee” action vs. “beneficiary”
action, and implications of beneficiary “consent” vs. beneficiary “acknowledgement” or
“statement of no objection”.
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Merger
• Combining first trust with (or “into”) second trust that has similar (but not
necessarily identical) dispositive provisions or differing (and perhaps more
advantageous) administrative provisions. See, e.g., 12 Del. C. § 3325(29).
• Generally permitted without judicial involvement.
• Generally permitted so long as the merger does not result in a material change
of the dispositive provisions of the trust defining a beneficiary’s interest in
the principal or income of the trust.
• Generally can be used to modify administrative provisions in the same way as
decanting, NJSA, modification by consent or judicial modification.
• As with decanting, merger is an exercise of trustee discretion. Consent of the
beneficiaries generally is not required - but may be advisable. Consider
implications of trustee “action” vs. “beneficiary” action.
• See, e.g., 12 Del. C. § 3341 for consequences of merger.
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Modification by Consent
• Several states have adopted some version of UTC 411, authorizing modification of trusts with the
consent of the grantor, all then-serving fiduciaries and all beneficiaries. See, e.g., 12 Del. C. §
3342.
• Requirements (varies by state – these are DE)
- Written consent (or non-objection) of: (i) trustor(s); (ii) all then-serving fiduciaries; and (iii)
all beneficiaries.
- New provisions or modified provisions must be provisions that would otherwise have been
permitted in the original governing instrument on the date of creation.
-

Important distinctions versus other forms of modification:

1. Modification permitted even if modification violates a material purpose of the trust,
with consent of trustor.
2. Trustee (fiduciaries) may not have a duty to consent to proposed modification.
Distinction between providing consent and merely acknowledging and not objecting?
- Warning: Be aware of tax consequences of modification since: (i) trustor and beneficiaries
may be deemed to have “consented” or affirmatively agreed to the modification and (ii) this may be
a modification of a material purpose (such as limitations on distribution of income or principal,
charitable purpose, etc.).
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Who Has to Agree to Modification?
• Decanting and Merger: Exercise of trustee discretion. Beneficiaries do not
necessarily have to consent, but may acknowledge or indicate non-objection.
• Modification by Consent: Generally, trustor, trustee and all beneficiaries must
provide written consent or written statement of nonobjection. See, e.g., 12
Del. C. § 3342(a).
• Non-Judicial Settlement Agreement: “Interested Persons” or “Qualified
Beneficiaries” – Definition varies by state.
- UTC 111(a) defines “interested persons” as “persons whose consent
would be required in order to achieve a binding settlement were the settlement
to be approved by the court”.
- 12 Del. C. § 3338(a) defines “interested persons” as those persons
“whose interest in the trust would be affected by the proposed [NJSA] . . .”
which may include the trustees, beneficiaries, trustor and any other persons
having an interest in the trust (such as holders of powers of appointment,
powers to remove/appoint fiduciaries, or any other powers held in a
nonfiduciary capacity. This might include advisers, such as investment
advisers or trust protectors.
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Who Has to Agree to Modification?
• What if required persons (typically the beneficiaries) are unborn, unknown or
unascertained?
-

Many states have “virtual representation” statutes. See, e.g., 12 Del. C. §
3547 (“a minor, person who is incapacitated, or unborn person, or a person
whose identity or location is unknown and not reasonably ascertainable . . .
may for all purposes be represented by and bound by another who has a
substantially identical interest”).

-

Some states have “designated representative” statutes. See, e.g., 12 Del. C.
§ 3339 (permitting a person to be authorized or directed by the governing
instrument to “represent or bind 1 or more beneficiaries in connection with a
judicial proceeding or nonjudicial matter . . . .”).
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Summary of Modification Provisions by
State
An excellent summary (as of 03/11/2019) of what states permit
modification of irrevocable trusts, and using what methods, can be
found at:
https://www.actec.org/assets/1/6/Overview_of_State_Statutes_Permitti
ng_Modification_of_Irrevocable_Trusts.pdf
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Nonjudicial Settlement Agreements
and Court Approval

Presented by:
Christopher P. Massaro, Esq.
September 24, 2020

Nonjudicial Settlement
Agreements and Court Approval
Governing Law – The “Not So Uniform” Uniform Trust Code
► Some jurisdictions allow widespread use of NJSAs

o
o
o
o

UTC Section 111 allows for broad use of NJSAs
Identifies specific matters that are appropriate for NJSAs
Nonexclusive List
New Jersey – N.J.S.A. 3B:31-11

► Other jurisdictions are more restrictive
o E.g., South Carolina limits NJSA’s (S.C. Code Ann. Section 62-7-111)
o Includes most UTC 111 items, but not trust interpretation/construction and

trustee liability.
o Interested parties could still consent to relief in judicial proceeding.
► NJSA cannot eliminate mandatory UTC provisions
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Nonjudicial Settlement
Agreements and Court Approval
►Is the subject matter of the proposed NJSA inconsistent with a material
purpose of the Trust?
► Material purposes are not readily to be inferred. A finding of such a purpose generally
requires some showing of a particular concern or objective on the part of the settlor,
such as concern with regard to a beneficiary’s management skills, judgment, or level
of maturity. Thus, a court may look for some circumstantial or other evidence
indicating that the trust arrangement represented to the settlor more than a method of
allocating the benefits of property among multiple intended beneficiaries, or a means
of offering to the beneficiaries (but not imposing on them) a particular advantage.
Sometimes, of course, the very nature or design of a trust suggests its protective
nature or some other material purpose.
Restatement (Third) of Trusts, § 65, comment d (emphasis added).

9/24/2020
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Nonjudicial Settlement
Agreements and Court Approval
₀ Review the terms of the Will or Trust (HEMS standard, age provisions,
alcohol/drug use restrictions).
₀ Review notes and memoranda prepared by the drafting attorney or
settlor/decedent.
₀ Interview settlor, trustee and any other individuals with knowledge (such as a
financial advisor, accountant, friends and family members).
₀ Check Your State’s version of the UTC and case law for guidance: For example,
New Jersey does not presume that a spendthrift provision is material (N.J.S.A.
3B:31-27), while Pennsylvania takes the opposite approach (Pa. C. S.A. Sect.
7740.1).

9/24/2020
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Nonjudicial Settlement
Agreements and Court Approval
o Specific Examples for Consideration
o Proposed trustee
o Consequences of situs changes
o Unforeseen circumstances
o Tax savings
o Accountings/trustee liability
o Mistakes/probable intent
o Impairing rights of future beneficiaries

9/24/2020
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Nonjudicial Settlement
Agreements and Court Approval
Does it make economic sense to have the NJSA approved by a Court?
o How certain is it that the NJSA does not violate a material purpose?
o What is the overall value of the Trust?
o Do you represent a trustee or a beneficiary?
o Does the proposed NJSA have significant economic consequences for the interested

parties?

o What is the Likelihood of future conflicts among interested parties?
o Who are the parties to the NJSA?
 Sophisticated adults
 Represented and unrepresented parties
 Minors and other parties that require adequate representation

(See UTC Sections 301 to 305)

 Charities and Attorneys General
 Financial Institutions

What if some or all of the interested parties do not wish to have the NJSA Approved?

9/24/2020
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Nonjudicial Settlement
Agreements and Court Approval
o Procedural Issues
o Jurisdiction
o Principal place of Administration (UTC 108)
o Deemed consent (UTC 202)
o Parties
o Interested persons
o Qualified beneficiaries (UTC 103)
o Pleadings
o Order to show cause, verified complaint, brief, certifications,
proposed judgment
o Summary proceedings

9/14/2020
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Christopher P. Massaro
cmassaro@coleschotz.com
Miguel Pena
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lou@silvermanlawpc.com
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